
 

PhoenixCo Token 

 XPHX 
A summary of what we do … 

 

 

 

Website Platform : https://xphxco.com 

 

Telegram Channels : 

XPHX Official Announcement : t.me/xphxco 

PhoenixCo Market Analysis Channel : t.me/tsoph 

Telegram Public Groups : 

XPHX English Chat : t.me/xphxchat 

XPHX Persian Chat : t.me/XPHXhodlers 

PhoenixCo promotions & Faucet : t.me/phcopromo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*All the data provided in this document , Is simplified and mostly consists of our website platform services and 

general XPHX economy. For complete information about PhoenixCo you can read our Whitepaper (v3.0) in our 

website https://xphxco.com/whitepaper.pdf 
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General Idea : 

 PhoenixCo was established in early 2020 with the aim of 

providing the public with updated information about the 

financial markets. Investing , Trading , Online Free & Premium 

Courses , Market analysis and VIP Trading Signals are some of 

the services that we provided before launching XPHX token and 

also right now. Later in Sep 2020 we launched XPHX token (as 

a SLP token on top of BCH) which we’re using as our native token 

, company share backed by our services. 

XPHX is now active on both SLP and BSC , and also will be 

developed in more blockchains as we progress. 

 

XPHX Introduction : 

The total supply of XPHX tokens are 33,000,000 and same in 

both SLP and BSC chains. 

XPHX Genesis Date: 29 / Sep / 2020 

 

SLP-XPHX Details:  

Token ID: 
95ad948d454404fd7efe26789738da6d598f2718e141563c3ae17e84100e4417 

Block Explorer: 
https://explorer.bitcoin.com/bch/token/95ad948d454404fd7efe26789738da6d598

f2718e141563c3ae17e84100e4417 

 

BSC-XPHX Details: 

Token Contract:  
0x8729123ac749359144db4396f8ecf32976f7a86e 

Block Explorer:  
https://bscscan.com/token/0x8729123ac749359144db4396f8ecf32976f7a86e 



 

PhoenixCo Wallets: 

Bellow you can see 5 important wallets that will be used to 

account all of our XPHX tokens : 

 

1. XPHX Treasury(Not Circulating) 
0x35a379b5ed41a3907933a939eb70e44d21a6a423 

The only reason that may result in sending tokens from this 

address is for monthly stake reward distribution to the 

PhoenixCo Hot wallet and also allocating tokens for private 

investors with the limitation mentioned in our whitepaper . 

Other than that sending occasional airdrops or giveaways will be 

from this address (amount is less than 0.5% of total supply) 

2. Locked tokens contract(Not Circulating) 
0x08f887d6a5b9da8e756fafe49170f38d10ace52d 

These are the remaining tokens of 44% Staking allocation , which 

we locked for the next year’s stake mining program. For this year 

we saved 4,000,000 XPHX in the Treasury wallet to distribute 

over time as mentioned above. 

3. PhoenixCo XPHX Allocation(Not Circulating) 

0x453c350a1b908470c6f23a95df6e7b01aedc765e 

PhoenixCo Allocation is our reserved tokens which will not enter 

the market before any announcements. We use these tokens for 

possible collaterals that we may need to provide for other 

companies for their services and other causes. 



 

 

 

4. xphxco.com Hot Wallet(Circulating) 

0x82bfd194d07b02fa516ef1fcedb60a257151ea08 

This is the wallet that users can send BSC-XPHX in our website 

and also used for sending the withdrawals requests. The tokens 

in this address and Staking Wallet are more or less 

interconnected and there may be internal transfers between 

these two addresses as a result of users stake, unstake , deposit 

& withdraw 

5. XPHX Staking Wallet(Circulating) 
0x89e4fda1ad50a4a014947cd8b9fb285e9674a381 

We will send the corresponding tokens from Hot Wallet to this 

wallet as the result of the tokens that users stake on the 

platform. This act is not necessary , but this is a good way for 

accounting the Staked tokens. 

Token Economy: 

We’re providing different methods for fair token distribution , 

even after our initial offering , free distribution , 1st year dividend 

payment and others.  

First let’s discuss on-chain distribution. 

On the BSC network , there’s 3% fee for each transaction  

1% goes directly to XPHX/BNB LP  

1% to all of the XPHX holders  

1% Tax for further project development 

 

 

 



 

 

Utilities : 

We can list XPHX various utilities as follows : 

 

- Only payment method for xphxco.com Premium 

accounts in 10 different levels which allows our users to 

Swap with less fees , Sell XPHX in our swap with higher 

limitation and also increasing user’s daily withdrawal 

limit. 

- XPHX is also used for buying our limited edition NFT 

collections with great discounts before any promotion. 

- Community members can tip XPHX in our telegram 

groups and interact with others. 

- Discounted payment method for PhoenixCo VIP Crypto     

Signals Channel 

- XPHX holders will receive rewards for their tokens upon 

each transaction on the network 

- XPHX Staking on the platform to mine new tokens into 

circulation 

- Users can refer their friends to our platform with their 

referral link and get fees based on their invitee’s swaps. 

They will get these rewards in XPHX in realtime 

- XPHX is the backing token for our stablecoin IRTX 

- XPHX is the pair for our LP in the website , which is the 

best mechanism to redistribute our gathered swap fees to 

the users who provided XPHX paired liquidity(more 

details will be discussed in this document) 

- We’re also planning to provide XPHX holders to user it 

as collateral for lending and borrowing in the future. Our 

development is in the process and the announcements 

will be released once done 



 

 

-Stake Mining :  

5 years plan to distribute 44% of total supply (14,520,000 

XPHX) 

The main part of token distribution is with Stake mining which 

will be conducted on the website platform. The allocation of each 

year’s tokens are as following : 

1st Year (2021-2022):   4,000,000 XPHX 

2nd Year (2022-2023): 3,330,000 XPHX 

3rd Year (2023-2024):  2,790,000 XPHX 

4th Year (2024-2025):  2,300,000 XPHX 

5th Year (2025-2026):  2,100,000 XPHX 

 

 

APY for each Staking pool is proportional to the amount of 

tokens in that pool and the amount of locked tokens. More 

tokens locked in each Staking pool , lower the APY% gets. 

 
Example :Flexible Stake mining pools 



 
 

 
Example :Locked Stake mining pool 

Swap : 

PhoenixCo Swap is an off-chain service that we provide for 

XPHX and other popular coins and tokens regardless of their 

blockchain. 

Price info for most of the assets comes from Coingecko API and 

there’s no hidden fees apart from the typical 1.7% fees that will 

be shown in the bottom of swap page. 33% of total fees will be 

redistributed in our LP for those who provided XPHX paired 

liquidity.  

Listing in our Swap : 

Other projects and blockchain related companies can submit 

requests to list their assets in our swap. We only demand for 

XPHX paired with their native token plus a low fee to list their 

assets. This is one of the ways we collaborate with other potential 

projects to have a great relationship between us and others. 

 



 

 

 

Example : Selling Algo/USDT 

 

 

Example : Buying & Selling XPHX in different pairs 

 



 

 

Liquidity Pool : 

Our Liquidity pool is different from other DEXs and Swaps. It 

uses a token-based system for each XPHX pair and users can 

provide liquidity in their favorite assets to have a share from the 

fees we gather from other users. There’s no Locking mechanism 

and users can add or redeem liquidity whenever they want. 

 

 

Example : BCH_XPHX liquidity pool and it’s details 

 

 

Example : What each user sees once they provide liquidity- their LP tokens and respective gathered 

fees 

 

 



 
 

Savings : 

We’re providing Saving accounts for several popular 

coins/tokens in our platform. Each user can choose a saving 

account and save their assets for  a known period of time. Before 

saving , they can see their estimated final profit.  

At the time of writing this document we have these coins/tokens 

for Saving : 

 ONT , TRX , UNOslp , DOGE , BNB , IRTX , ZIL , XPHX , WIN , SOL , 
XTZ , AVAX , XRP , ADA , BCH , USDT 

With APR% ranging from 3.52% to 22.30% 

 

Example : Saving 3,000 Doge and it’s reward in 121 days 

 



 
 

XPHX Price History: 

 
We gathered the price information for XPHX since genesis to 

this date(March 2022) , which will be shown here : 

XPHX 6d price chart since Sep 2020 : 
All time low : $0.00077 
All time high : $0.0766 

 
this chart is made possible using our swap data , memo.cash XPHX 

purchases , anycoin.cash exchange in the early days and PancakeSwap 
since XPHX launched on BSC (Oct 2021). 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 

 


